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The appellant company sued the spondent bank for the recovery of the

sum of $7565.61 $5000 being the amount of guarantee policy and

$2565.61 for legal costs which the appellant was condemned to pay

to the insured Willis Faber Co in respect of the defalcations of

one Rogers chief accountant of the latter company The frauds com
mitted by Rogers began in September 1919 and were not discovered

until the 10th of January 1922 and during that period Rogers pro
cured from the respondent bank drafts on New York payable to his

own order in exchange for cheques payable to the bank drawn by

himself and another of the properly authorized signing officers of

Willis Faber Company The amounts of these drafts plus exchange

were charged by the bank against the latters account The appellant

company contended that the respondent was not entitled to do so

the appellant exercising in this action the -rights of the insured

to which it was subrogated by the latter In 19-12 a- resolution of the

directors of the insured company copy of which was in possession

of the respondent bank directed that any two of four officers therein

designated Rogers being one of them were authorized to make

draw sign accept or endorse bills of exchange promissory notes

cheques orders for parment or other commercial paper on- beha.lf of

the company The respondent bank submitted that what Rogers did

was within his ostensible authority and it also argued that the in
sured was negligent in not sooner discovering Rogers fraiids and

through this negligence the officers of the bank were misled The

judgments of the trial judge and the Court of Kings Bench were in

favour of the respondent ban-k

Held Bin-fret dissenting that upon the evidence the respondent bank

was not entitled to charge against the insured companys account the

drafts obtained from it by Rogers The respondents contentions

cannot be upheld in view of the eviçience as to the actual course of

business followed in the bank and of the terms of the resolution of

1912 and the doctrine of holding out has no application in this

case the bank in acting on- Rogers directions was not acting under

any belief in the existence of Rogers assumed general authority and

4PRESENT Duff Newcombe Riafret Lament and Smith JJ
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was not misled by any such belief or by any act of negligeiice of the 1929

insured company
DOMINION

Per Rinfret diasenti.ng .There is well established rule that the GRESHAM

question whether or not the evidence establishes that person acts

without negligence is question of fact A.C 683 at 688 Jo
and in this case both the trial judge and the appellate court unani-

mously found that the bank acted without negligence The bank fol- BK OF

lowed towards the insured compan.y the procedure the latter had MONTREAL

established for many years and no positive acts of negligence were

proven Moreover the cheques charged against the insured com
panys account were in accordance with the resolution of 1912 and

properly charged against that account the foreign drafts were not

charged to the insured but they were really sold and delivered to

Rogers for the insured in consideration of the respective cheques and

the respondent bank cannot be held responsible for the subsequent

misappropriation of those drafts by Rogers

APPEAL from the decision of the Court of Kings Bench

appeal side province of Quebec affirming the judgment of

the Superior Court at Montreal Duclos and dismiss

ing the appellants action

The material facts of the case and the questions at issue

are stated in the above head-note and in the judgment now

reported

Mann K.C for the appellant

Holden K.C for the respondent

The judgment of the majority of the court Duff New
combe Lamont and Smith JJ was delivered by

DUFF J.This litigation arises out of series of frauds

committed by one Rogers the thief accountant of Willis

Faber Company who were customers of the respondent

bank The title of the appellants to sue rests upon the

fact that in execution of the obligations under an insur

ance policy by which they insured Willis Faber Com
pany against losses arising from embezzlements and defal

cations by certain employees of whom Rogers was one

they paid in respect of the defalcations of Rogers the sum
of $5000 and an additional sum for legal costs making

up the total of the amount sued for The questions in

controversy relate strictly to the liability of the respond
ent bank in principle the correctness of the claim as ad
vanced in point of amount on the assumption that such

liability exists nYt being challenged

9O7653
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1929 The frauds began in September 1919 and were not dis

DOMINION covered until the 10th of January 1922 and during that

period Rogers procured from the hank drafts on New

CASVALTY York payable to his own order in exchange for cheques

payable to the bank drawn by himself and another of the

BANE OF properly authorized signing officers of Willis Faber Corn
MONTREAL

pany The amounts of these drafts plus exchange were

Duff charged by the bank against Willis Faber Companys

account and the issue in the litigation is to whether they

were entitled to do so The trial judge and the Court

Kings Bench decided this issue in favour of the respond

ent bank

The practice of Willis Faber Company in respect of

foreign drafts was as follows Rogers who was the chief

accountant would prepare cheque and present it for

signature to the signing officers of whom he was one with

statement of the account to be paid It seems to have

been understood that Rogers was to be signatory only

when Mr Dettmers the treasurer or Mr Mercer the

secretary was absent from the office but apparently the

cheques for foreign drafts usually bore the signature of

Rogers Rogers would ascertain the rate of exchange from

the bank by telephone and the cheque would be drawn

payable to the Bank of Montreal for the amount of the

account plus the exchange The cheque itself contained

rio direction as to the application of the proceeds The

requisition for the draft was not drawn up in the office

or signed by the officer who signed the cheque with Rogers

Rogers at the bank would prepare the requisition giving

the amount of the draft and the name of the payee and

sign it in the name of Willis Faber Company In the

cases with which we are concerned the signature was that

of the firm only there was nothing except the handwriting

to identify the person affixing it Whether or not this was

the practice in other cases is not stated The draft would

be drawn up in the foreign exchange department of the

bank and would be delivered by the foreign exchange

teller to Rogers who would deliver to the teller the cheque

of Willis Faber Company which he had got certified by

the ledger keeper The teller would as she explains in

her evidence see that the cheque was certified but would

not concern herself about the payee of the draft and would

recognize Rogers without knowing his name or the nature
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of his authority as person who usually received drafts 1929

for Wfflis Falber Company If the amount of the cheque DOMINION

was slightly in excess of the draft as it was occasionally

she would pay the change to Rogers If there was CAUALTT

deficit it would he paid to her by him in currency

First of all it is important to note the actual authority IL
of Rogers resolution of the directors of Willis Faber

and Company of Canada Limited of 1912 designates the

persons authorized to execute documents on behalf of the

company in these terms
Reso4ved that any two of the following persons namely Mr Ray

mond Willis president Mr Dettmers director Mr Mer

cer dªrector and Rogers aocount.ant be and they are hereby

authorized to make draw sign accept or endorse bills of exchange

promissory notes cheques orders for payment or other commercial

paper on behalf of the company and that Mr Raymond Willis president

and Mr Dettmers director and Mr Mercer director and

either of them singly be and they are hereby authorized to m.ake all con

tracts and engagements other than the foregoing for and on behalf of the

company and that this resolution replace the resolution of directors deal

ing with the same matter and passed on the 5th January 1911 which for

mer resolution shall hereafter be of no effect

copy of this resolution was in the possession of the bank

and from its terms the bank knew that Rogers was in

vested with no general authority to execute documents of

any description in the name of the company except as

one of two signatories In accordance with the practice

above mentioned he had authority to take cheque

signed by Dettmers or Mercetr and himself to the bank

and obtain draft on New York payable to the creditor

for the payment of whose account the cheque had been

drawn if such authority could be derived from the con

sent of the signatories the cheque shall assume that

the practice of permitting Rogers to act as the intermedi

ary to communicate the name of the payee to the bank

and to receive the draft from the bank was ratified by the

directors But ratification cannot he extended beyond the

authority which in fact was committed to Rogersand

this authority was limited to procuring draft payable to

the person to whom Willis Faiber Company were in

ddbted according to the statement produced by Rogers

upon which the cheque was based He had in fact no

general authority to direct the application of the proceeds

of such cheque
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1929 Actual authority therefore Rogers had none to direct

DOMINION the bank to charge any of th moneys in dispute against

their customers account nor had he actual genera author-

CASUALTY ity to do any class of acts within which such direction

ould fall

MONTREAL
The banks case rests upon its contention that what

Rogers did was within his ostenalbie authority in other
Duff

words that he was held out by the customer as having

general authority to instruct the bank concerning the ap
plication of the proceeds of such cheques in the purchase
of foreign drafts and that the hank acted in the belief

that such general authority was vested in him

There appear to be two conclusive answers to this con
tention One arises out of the actual course of business

in the bank and the other out of the resolution of 1912

which had ben conmunicated to the bank

Let it first be hserved that as direction to the bank

for the application of moneys standing to the credit of the

customer the cheque itself was incomplete It was

cheque payable to the bank and such cheque though

debited to the customers account was still in the hands

of the bank held for the customer until it was applied

pursuant to direction by the customer to an authorized

purpose In the case of each of the cheques with which

we are concerned that direction consists as the bank al

leges of requisition for draft on New York paythle to

Rogers which requisition was presented and

signed in the name of the customer by Rogers In other

words the direction consists of request by Rogers to hand

to himself draft on New York payable to his own order

The contention is that is to say that by entrusting

Rogers from time to time with cheque payable to the

bank in order to obtain draft on New York payable to

particular payee the customer held Rogers out as having

authority to apply or to direct the application of the

proceeds of such cheque in purchasing and procuring

delivery into his own hands of draft payable to his own
order

On the face of it this does not seem very convincing

but it is not necessary to analyse the argument critically

because it is impossible to reconcile it with the fact that

the bank had before it the resolution of 1912 By that
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resolution cheques orders for payment and commercial 1929

paper of similar character were to he signed on behalf DoMINIoN

of the appellants by two of four named persons of whom GuN
Rogers it is true was one It is impossible to suppose CASUALTY

that any banker of ordinary judgment with this resolu-

tion before him could have inferred from Rogers author- BANK OF

ized acts that he had power to direot by his sole signature
MONTREAL

that funds standing to the credit of their customer should DUff

be paid to himself or that those funds should be applied

in the purchase from the bank of bank dTaftis payable to

his order and that these drafts should he delivered into

his own hands To adapt the language of Lord Cave in

Australian Bank Perel speaking for the Privy

Council to act upon such an inference must have the

effect of neutralizing and defeating the resolution

which repeat for cheques orders for payment and simi

lar documents required at least two signatures The

requisition was treated by the hank as the equivalent of

cheque or an order for payment

The bank of course seeks to bring its case within the

principle of article 1730 of the Civil Code

the mandator is liable to third parties who in good faith contract with

person not his mandatory under the belief that he is so when the

mandator has given reasonable cause for such belief

This principle does not in substance differ from that of

the rules of the common law under the heads of osten

sible authority apparent authority and holding out
and the decisions under those rules may usefully be re

ferred to as iliustrating the application of the principle

In Russo-Chinese Bank Lii Yau Sam Lord Atkin

son in delivering the judgment of the Privy Council says
the several authorities cited by Mr Scrutton from Grant Norway

down to Ruben Great Fingall Consolidated establish in their Lord-

Ships opinion the proposition that in order that the prinopile of

holding out should in any given case of agency apply the act done

by the agent and relied tpon to bind the principal must be an act of

that particular class of acts which the agent is hkl out as having

general authoritr on behalf of his principal to do and of course the

party prejudiced must have bellieved in the existence of that general

authority and been thereby misled

It is argued accordingly that Rogers being the chief

accountant of Willis Faber Company and their trusted

employee it might properly be assumed that his employ-

A.C 737 at 742 19101 A.C 174 at 184

1851 10 C.B 665 A.C 439
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1929 ers were taking drafts pay.ablØ to his order for remittances

DoMINIoN to New York for some convenience of their own Evi

GUANT dence was offered to show that this would not be an un
CASUALTY usual course if the person transmitting the funds wished

CO
to avoid disclosing to the bank the name of the transmit-

BANK OF tee This evidence ought no doubt to have been received
MONTREAL

but the appeal does not turn upon it It may be assumed
Duff that such practice is not unknown and that the ban was

aware of it Rogers although chief accountant and

trugh having authority to act as co-signatory in the

exewon of documents requiring two signatures had no

authority under the resolution to execute any document
on behalf of the company without the concurrence of one

of the other three persons named for that purpose With

regard to certain documents this authoTity was committed

to each of the other three it was not committed to Rogers
The customer no doubt by ratifying the practice by which

Rogers was authorized to communicate the name of the

payee to whom moneys were to be transmitted had de
parted from the strict course laid down in the resolution

of 1912 but there is vast difference between the depar
ture authorized which permitted only the communication

of the name of the payee for the payment of whose ac
count the cheque was drawn and the receipt of the draft

payable to such payee and the departure postulated by
the argument am now consideringa general authority
which would involve an authority in Rogers to place the

funds of his employers to the amount of the cheque
under his sole control an authority the existence of which

would be quite incompatible with the object of the resolu

tion as well as with its terms that were carefully framed

to prevent such eontrc1 over the funds of the company by

any one of its signing officers

It is contended also on behalf of the bank that the cus
tomer was negligent in not sooner discovering Rogers

frauds and that through this negligence the officers of the

bank were misled and course of business was established

according to which Rogers directions were followed

postpone the consideration of this contention for the

present

In truth the doctrine 0f holding out has no applica
tion here the bank in acting on Rogers directions was
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not acting under any belief in the existence of Rogers

general authority and was not misled by any such belief DoMINIoN

The officials of the foreign exchange department did not GUNT
concern themselves thout either the identity or the author- CASUALTY

ity of the person who attached the customers name to the

requisition This is on the evidence indisputable The BANK OF

MONTSEAL
teller who handed the drafts to Rogers recognized him as

the person who usually received the customers drafts but Duff

beyond the fact of his possession of the cheque she did

not direct her attention to the matter of his authority

The possession of the cheque was as she and Mr Pratt

who was the principal witness for the hank both stated

regarded as sufficient credential From the hanks point

of viewit is quite plainthe business hinged upon that

The evidence does not permit us to proceed on the

hypothesis that in acting on the latest oif Rogers direc

tions the bank officials were influenced by any consider

ation in addition to those which influenced them at the in

ception of his frauds Neither the terms of the resolution

nor Rogers position nor the course of business was ad
verted to

What have just said seems to be also complete

answer to the contention that the bank was misled by the

negligence of the appellants

The appeal should be allowed and judgment entered

for the appellants for the sum of seven thousand five hun
dred and sixty-five dollars and sixty-one cents $7565.61
with costs of the appeal and in the courts below

RINFRET dissenting .The appellant the Dominion

Gresham Guarantee and Casualty Company is seeking to

exercise against the respondent the Bank of Montreal cer

tain alleged rights of Willis Faber Company of Canada

Limited in which it was subrogated by the latter For all

purposes the case must be treated as one between the Wil
us Company which will call the company and the Bank

of Montreal which will call the bank The rights as

serted in this litigation are supposed to have arisen out of

series of frauds perpetrated by Rogers the chief

accountant of the company in procuring from the bank

drafts payable to his own order in exchange for cheques of

the company payable to the banks order
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1929 In the course of its ordinary business and since long

DoNIoN number of years the company had occasion very frequently

GRESEAM to purchase from the bank drafts on New York or London
GUARANTEE

CASUALTY In all cases the practice followed was the same will quote

from the evidence of Dettmers one of the directors of the

BANK OF company and put forward by it as being the official who
MONTREAL

could give the best information concerning the inside man
Rinfret agement of its affairs

Our usual custom was to telephone the bank and give them particu

Jars of the draft or drafts required

Not you or Mr Mercer another director

No
That would be done by Mr Rogers

By Rogers

The next move was the preparation of cheque to pay
the draft or drafts resolution adopted by the company
was to the effect that

any two of the following persons namely Mr Raymond Willis president

Mr Dettmers director Mr Mercer director and

Rogers accountant be and they are hereby authorized to make draw

sign accept or endorse bills of exchange promissory notes cheques orders

for payment or other commercial paper on behalf of the company

The cheque for the drafts would therefore be prepared

in this way as explained by Mercer

Rogers would oome into my privte office with cheque in favour of

the Bank of Montreal and in most cases could not swear it was on

every occasion there was document attached -to the cheque He would

invite me to place my signature -on the cheque saying he wished to remit

to New York

In respect to Rogers obtaining those cheques what was the usual

custom in regard to presenting some document with them What was the

usual custom when Rogers came i-n with cheque and wanted it signed

as regards handing in some document with the cheque

Mr Hjolden KC of counsel for defendant objects to the question as

irrelevant a-nd illegal

The objection is reserved by the court

There was statement attach-ed to the cheque

understood you to say you could not swear that happened in

every ease

Quite so-

Can you say from memory just now the number of eases in which

it happened

To the best of my recollection it generally happened

What was the -nature of that document you would have before you
It would be just statement showing certain sum due That we

owe certain firm say Johnston and Higgins New York certain sum

of money

Rogers would then go to the bank and as to what took

place at the bank we have the testimony of Miss Aus
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tin who occupied the position of exchange teller through- 1929

out the period material to the case DoMniloN
GBESHAM

By the court GUARANrEE
If understand the procedure correctly it was this requisition CASUMJEY

note for the draft would be handed in to your draft department Co

Yes BANnOF
The draft would be prepared there

A.Yes

And the prepared draft with the requisition note would be sent Rinfret .1

to your wicket

Yes

And you would surrender it to the party who came for it on re

ceiving cheque covering the amount

A.Yes

And later on Miss Austin added

To what extent did you examine the cheques Did you examine

them to see that they were payable to the bank
Yes noticed they were payable to the Bank of Montreal and

that they were certified

We have thus the outline of the whole procedure in the

very words of the witnesses Such was the course pursued

between the bank and the company so far as the evidence

goes from January 17 1910 to April 18 1922 presumably

before Rogers became chief accountant and obviously for

three months after his frauds were discovered and he had

left the employ of the company
It is admitted that the procedure was the same for drafts

issued to creditors of the company in the ordinary course

of business and those issued to Rogers order It is further

admitted by the company that the cheques themselves in

all cases were complete and regular on their face

The contention of the company is that by issuing drafts

to Rogers own order the bank committed illegal wrong

ful and grossly negligent acts and the company has suf

fered loss which it is entitled to have and recover

by way of damages
The well established rule is that whether or not the evidence estab

lishes that person acts without negligence is question of fact Lord

Dunedin in Commissioners of Taxation English Scottish and Australian

Bank

In the present case both the trial judge and the Court of

Kings Bench unanimously found that the bank acted with

out negligence The bank followed towards the company

the procedure it had established since number of years as

regards hundreds of foreign drafts issued daily at the re

A.C 683 at 688
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1929 quest of all its customers It is certain that no positive

DoMINIoN acts of negligence were proven In fact on this point the

company was content practically to rest its case on the pro
position that the drafts in question being made to the order

Co of Rogers was at least notice that he was appropriating to

BANK OF his own use the companys money and should have put the
MONTREAL

bank upon inquiry That this would not necessarily fol
Rinfret low would appear to be the effect of the judgment of the

Privy Council in Corporation Agencies Limited Home
Bank of Canada There are many instances where it

may be found convenient for company to adopt such

course One of those instances is in evidence in the present

case Rogers was paid his salary by cheque to his own
order It is conceivable that in the ordinary curse of

business and consistently with the custom of trade and

banking in Montreal and in the province of Quebec it was

not an unusual occurrence for company to ask for foreign

drafts to be issued to the order of its own officials At all

events it does not lie in the mouth of the appellant to con
tend otherwise when by its own unwarranted objections at

the trial it prevented the bank from establishing such

practice in evidence

would therefore conclude that on that ground the

appellants case must fail

But the bank is alleged to be at fault yet for another

reason The bank had copy of the resolution of the com
pany already referred to appointing certain persons

therein named as its signing officers and requiring the sig
natures of at least two of them on its

bills of exchange psomissory notes cheques orders for payment or other

commercial paper

On the strength of that resolution it is argued that the

bank should not have issued foreign drafts to Rogers order

except upon requisition notes signed by two of the persons

mentioned

Very respectfully do not think the resolution has any

application to this case

The company had its bank account with the respondent

and through the resolution the bank was given the com
panys instructions as to how moneys should be paid out

of such bank account It is admitted that the cheques pre

A.C 318
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sented certified to and charged against that account were 1929

in all respects in accordance with the resolution and prop- DOMINION

erly chargeable against the account GRE5HAM

GUARANTEE

The foreign drafts themselves were not charged to the CASUALTY

company They did not represent funds belonging to the

company They were orders for payment by the bank out

of its own funds The bank under its charter powers dealt

in those drafts as merchant with his goods The bank
Rrnfret

sold the drafts to the company The company purchased

the drafts which were issued and delivered to it in con

sideration of the respective cheques The cheques were

given in payment In my opinion the resolution had

nothing to do with that kind of transaction The respond

ent so far as it was concerned stood in the same position

as if the cheques had been drawn upon some other bank

This view is expressed in the following passage of Mr Jus

tice Berniers judgment in the Court of Kings Bench

La oompagnie doninait lordre Rogers daeheter des traites de la

banque elle lui remettait largent nØcemaire sous forme de cheques

dünaent signØs Rogers allait ehercher Ia marchandise et la paysit

Dans mon opinion la formule de requisition rempie par Rogers na

aucune importance

La niarchandise Øtait livrØe Rogers comme elle au.rait Pu lŒtre pour

toute autTe masehain.dise dana un commerce different Rogers agissait en

tout cela comme un commis chargØ daller chercher cette marchandise

la banque savait chaque fois par les tØlØphones quelle recevait de In

compagnie que Rogers allait chercher cette marchandise

The bank should not be held responsible for the mis

appropriation by Rogers of the drafts sold to the company

more than in the case suggested by Mr Justice Bernier

the merchant would be if Rogers after having obtained

delivery of the goods had run away with them

Moreover that the company never looked upon the reso

lution as governing its requisitions for foreign drafts is

established by its course of dealing So far from relying

for its protection against what happened upon the assur

ance that by force of the resolution the requisition notes

ought to have been signed by two of the persons named
the company as shown by the evidence did not even know

that requisition notes were part of the procedure to obtain

the drafts Mr Dettmers testified to that He said

As far as am aware we never made out any of those requisitions Our

method was simply to telephone to the bank and inquire regarding the

rate of exchange and thn advise them whatever drafts were required
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1929 This is complete evidence that the company never ex
Do ION pected the bank to regard the requisition notes coming

RESNAM within the scope of the resolution or the resolution as

having any bearing upon the request for foreign drafts

The requisition notes were no part of the method adopted
BANK by the company So far as it was concerned they might as

MONTREAL
well have been dispensed with In fact they were nothing

Rinfret more than an incident in the routine work of the bank

But the company made it understood that the cheques

properly signed were intended to be debited to its account

for the purchase of remittances that they left it to Rogers
to arrange for and obtain the remittances and in the words

of Mr Pratt the accountant for the bank the mere
fact that he brought the cheques would be credential

have for those reasons come to the conclusion that the

action was properly dismissed and that the judgment of the

courts below ought to be confirmed This makes it un
necessary to examine whether under different circum

stances the company would nevertheless have been pre
cluded from recovering both on account of its own negli

gence as well as on account of the experience of the

previous years which had passed unchallenged two
points in respect of which much could be said on behalf of

the bank
Appeal allowed with costs

Solicitors for the appellant Mann Mackinnon

Solicitors for the respondent Meredith Holden Heward
Holden


